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ABSTRACT

There is now strong evidence that the current energy density of the Universe is dominated by dark energy with an equation of state w < −1/3,
which is causing accelerated expansion. The build-up of structure within such Universes is subject to significant ongoing study, particularly
through the spherical collapse model. This paper aims to review and consolidate progress for cosmologies in which the dark energy component
remains homogeneous on the scales of the structures being modelled. The equations presented are designed to allow for dark energy with a
general time-varying equation of state w(a). In addition to reviewing previous work, a number of new results are introduced: a new fitting
formula for the linear growth factor in constant w cosmologies is given. A new formalism for determining the critical density for collapse is
presented based on the initial curvature of the perturbation. The commonly used approximation to the critical density for collapse based on the
linear growth factor is discussed for a general dark energy equation of state. Virialisation within such cosmologies is also considered, and the
standard assumption that energy is conserved between turn-around and virialisation is questioned and limiting possiblities are presented.
Key words. cosmology: theory – large-scale structure of Universe

1. Introduction
Analysis of the distance-redshift relation using high redshift
type Ia supernovae has led to the discovery that the expansion of the Universe is currently accelerating (Riess et al. 1998;
Perlmutter et al. 1999). This suggests that the dominant contribution to the present-day energy budget is a component with
equation of state w < −1/3, called “dark-energy”. Combining
measurements of CMB fluctuations (de Bernardis et al. 2000;
Lee et al. 2001; Halverson et al. 2002; Pearson et al. 2003;
Scott et al. 2003; Hinshaw et al. 2003) with measurements
of the clustering of present day galaxies (Percival et al. 2001;
Tegmark et al. 2004a; Cole et al. 2005) has confirmed this requirement for dark energy (e.g. Efstathiou et al. 2002; Percival
et al. 2002; Spergel et al. 2003; Tegmark et al. 2004b). These
studies favour a flat Universe with ΩM  0.3, with the remaining contribution made up of dark energy.
The nature of the dark energy is the source of much debate.
Perhaps the most straightforward candidate is a positive cosmological constant Λ with equation of state parameter w = −1.
This simple picture forms a special case in a broader class of
models where the dark energy is the manifestation of a scalar
field slowly rolling down its potential. In the limit of a completely flat potential, these models lead to w = −1 (Wetterich
1988; Peebles & Ratra 1988; Ratra & Peebles 1988). A subclass of quintessence models with constant −1 < w < −1/3

was proposed by Caldwell et al. (1998a,b). Many other forms
have been proposed for the shape of this potential, leading to
an equation of state parameter that is dependent on the scale
factor (see Peebles & Ratra 2003, for a review).
Given the plethora of models, many parameterisations have
been introduced in order to observationally constrain w(a) (see
Johri 2004, for a review). However, there is obviously a limitation imposed by any parameterisation (Bassett et al. 2004) and,
in the present paper, we have tried to be as general as possible in
the equations presented and discussed. In order to demonstrate
the eﬀects of the dark energy equation of state in numerical examples, we pay particular attention to the parameterisation of
Jassal et al. (2004)
w(a) = w0 + w1 a(1 − a).

(1)

The present day value of w|a=1 = w0 , and its derivative
dw(a)/da|a=1 = −w1 will serve to demonstrate the possible cosmological signatures of a wider class of models. We also consider models that assume w(a) = w is constant. Qualitatively,
many of the eﬀects of general w(a) models can be predicted
by interpolating between models with constant w. In fact, for
many models, by the lookback time by which w(a) has evolved
significantly from its present day value, the cosmological significance of w(a) is greatly reduced (although see, for example,
Maor et al. 2002). Obviously, this also signifies that an evolving w(a) is harder to observationally constrain than constant
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w (Kujat et al. 2002). If the dark energy equation of state only
varies slowly with time, then observational predictions are well
approximated by treating w(a) = w as a constant (Wang et al.
2000), with

da ΩX (a)w(a)
,
(2)
w 
da ΩX (a)
where ΩX is the dark energy density relative to the critical density (see also Dave et al. 2002).
The equation of state for the dark energy does not uniquely
define the behaviour of this component. The formation of structure is also dependent on the sound speed of the dark energy
which limits its clustering properties. In the original formalism for quintessence (Caldwell et al. 1998a,b), the dark energy
component has a high sound speed which means that it can
cluster on the largest scales, but does not cluster on the scales
of galaxy clusters and below.
Consequently, the dark energy only aﬀects the matter power
spectrum (Ma et al. 1999), and the CMB anisotropies (Caldwell
et al. 1998b) on very large scales. For the special case of a
cosmological constant, w = −1, the clustering of the dark energy is not an issue as the energy density in perturbations always remains at the background level. Obviously, for w  −1,
the clustering properties of the dark energy strongly aﬀect the
build-up of structure in the Universe. In particular for spherical perturbations, the linear growth rate, critical overdensity for
collapse, and details of subsequent behaviour and virialisation
are all dependent on this property. In this paper we follow the
majority of current literature and only consider a non-clustering
dark energy component. However, we do note that models in
which the dark energy clusters on small scales are being discussed with increasing frequency (Hu & Scranton 2004; Nunes
& Mota 2004; Hannestad 2005; Manera & Mota 2005; Maor &
Lahav 2005).
In general, for the variables used in this paper, if no dependence is quoted for a given quantity (e.g. ΩM ), it should be
assumed to be calculated at present day. If instead explicit dependence is given (e.g. ΩM (a)), the quantity is assumed to vary
with epoch. The exception to this rule is w(a), where if no dependence on a is given, we additionally assume that w(a) = w
is constant in time.
We start by reviewing the behaviour of diﬀerent cosmological models, and the critical parameters that separate models
with diﬀerent properties (Sect. 2) as this can be related to the
behaviour of spherical perturbations. We then calculate the linear growth factor (Sect. 3), the critical overdensity for collapse
at present day (Sect. 4), and as a function of time (Sect. 5). This
critical overdensity is then used to determine the mass function
(Sect. 6) and the rate of structure growth (Sect. 7). Finally we
consider the virialisation of perturbations, and the diﬃculties
associated with these calculations in dark energy cosmologies
(Sect. 8).

For general w(a), the dynamical expansion of the Universe is
specified by the Friedmann equation
E 2 (a) =

H 2 (a)
= ΩM a−3 + ΩK a−2 + ΩX a f (a) ,
H02

(3)

where ΩK ≡ (1 − ΩM − ΩX ) is the curvature constant, H(a) ≡
ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter with present day value H0 . f (a) is
calculated by solving the conservation of energy equation for
the dark energy d(ρX a3 )/da = −3pX a2 (Caldwell et al. 1998b),
giving ρX ∝ a f (a) , where
 ln a
−3
f (a) =
[1 + w(a )]d ln a .
(4)
ln a 0
For constant w, f (a) = −3(1 + w). For the parameterisation
w(a) = w0 + w1 a(1 − a) of Jassal et al. (2004),
f (a) = −3(1 + w0 ) +

3w1
(1 − a)2 .
2 ln a

(5)

The evolution of the matter density Ω M (a) and dark energy density ΩX (a) are given by
ΩM (a) =

ΩM a−3
ΩX a f (a)
(a)
=
,
Ω
·
X
E 2 (a)
E 2 (a)

(6)

It is immediately apparent that the equation of state of the
dark energy has a strong aﬀect on the behaviour of these equations, even for models where w(a) is constant. For example, for
w = −1/3, the dark energy terms in Eq. (3) cancel, leaving
a cosmological model with an expansion time history that behaves exactly as an open Universe with matter density ΩM , although the space-time geometry diﬀers (e.g. review by Peebles
& Ratra 2003). For w < −1/3, at late times the dark energy
will dominate the dynamics of the expansion, with the epoch
of transition from matter to dark energy domination dependent
on w. Decreasing the equation of state w from −1/3 smoothly
interpolates between the open Universe model, cosmological
constant (Λ model) and extrapolates beyond.
The asymptotic behaviour (either forwards or backwards in
time) of diﬀerent cosmological models is delineated by models with so-called critical parameters. These separate cosmologies that predict future recollapse, expansion forever and models that do not start at a big-bang, but instead “loiter” at early
times, asymptotically tending towards a stable solution such
as Einstein’s static model for Λ cosmologies. For these critical
models, the zero points of (da/dt)2 = E 2 (a)a2 = 0 should occur
at turning points of this equation. For constant w, diﬀerentiating Eq. (3), we see that the critical cosmologies should have
E 2 (a)a2 = 0 when (Chiba et al. 2005)


aturn

ΩM
=
−(1 + 3w)ΩX

 −1
3w

·

(7)

2. Dynamics of cosmological models

Substituting this value of the scale factor back into Eq. (3) gives
an equation for the critical parameters.
For w = −1, this reduces to the well known cubic equation
(Glanfield 1966)

It is assumed that the dark energy has an equation of state relating its pressure pX and density ρX given by pX = w(a)ρX .

(ΩM + ΩΛ − 1)3 =

27 2
Ω ΩΛ
4 M

(8)
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Fig. 1. Plots showing the evolution of the matter and vacuum energy densities for a selection of cosmologies with diﬀerent dark energy equation
of state (grey lines). For cosmologies with ΩX > 0, a = 1 was fixed when the matter density and vacuum density were equal. The critical models
that border the diﬀerent types of evolution are shown by the black lines. Dashed lines in all plots show the critical models for Λ cosmologies.
The dotted line for w1 ≥ 0 shows ΩX = 0, to emphasize that recollapse can occur if ΩX > 0 provided that ΩM  ΩX .

that can be solved analytically (Felten & Isaacman 1986). A
detailed discussion of the behaviour of Λ models is given by
Moles (1991).
For general w(a), it is straightforward to numerically determine the critical parameters from Eq. (3) and its derivative.
The diﬀerent regions in (ΩM , ΩX ) space are shown in Fig. 1 for
w0 = −4/3, −1, −2/3 and w1 = −1/3, 0, 1/3 using the parameterisation of Eq. (1). Critical values of ΩM and ΩX at a = 1 are
shown by the solid black lines.
For comparison, in Fig. 1 we also plot various cosmological tracks (grey lines). For general w(a) models, the cosmology

is not uniquely specified by ΩM (a) and ΩX (a), as we also need
to specify a. The cosmological tracks in Fig. 1 for ΩX > 0 have
a = 1 when ΩM = ΩX . For general models, the tracks can therefore cross, and can move into regions of (ΩM (a),ΩX (a)) space
that would have been excluded at a = 1. For the panels where
w1  0, the cosmological tracks should simply be though of as
examples of possible tracks that go through particular ΩM (a)
and ΩX (a).
For w1 = 0, w0 < −1 models favour a larger region of parameter space for which there is no big-bang, while w0 > −1
leads to recollapse for models in a larger region in (ΩM , ΩX )
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space, reflecting the fact that a smaller amount of matter is required to collapse the Universe before the dark energy dominates. For w0 > −1 cosmologies, a future singularity is predicted where the scale factor and Hubble parameter diverge,
leading to a “big-rip” rather than expansion forever (Caldwell
et al. 2003). For further discussion of the behaviour of w1 = 0
cosmologies, see de Araujo (2005); Chiba et al. (2005).
If we allow w1  0, the behaviour becomes even more complicated. From Eq. 5, for w1 < 0, lima→∞ ρX = 0, and the dark
energy term in Eq. (3) tends to zero. This means that all closed
cosmologies (ΩK < 0) will eventually recollapse as da/dt = 0
for some finite a √
> 1. Open cosmologies expand forever, with
lima→∞ da/dt = ΩK . When ΩX > 0, open models become
matter dominated at late times, and can go through a phase
where ΩM (a) increases (although obviously ρM does not). For
w1 > 0 and ΩX > 0, the dark energy increases monotonically
with the scale factor, and it is increasingly unlikely that the matter can cause recollapse before the dark energy takes hold and
accelerates the expansion of the Universe. The region of models which have ΩX > 0, but that recollapse therefore becomes
smaller.
Solutions that recollapse are of particular importance for
the spherical top-hat collapse model: for Λ cosmologies, overdense regions that recollapse exactly follow the behaviour of
these models. As we will see later on, for general w(a) cosmologies we cannot link spherical perturbations directly to one
of these cosmological models if the dark energy does not cluster on the scales of interest.
Given present observational constraints, the region of
(ΩM , ΩX ) space probed in Fig. 1 is only of academic interest,
and in the remainder of this paper we focus on the subset of
models with 0 < ΩM < 1 and 0 < ΩX < 1.

3. Linear growth of fluctuations
Considering the behaviour of homogeneous spherical perturbations provides one of the most simple models for the formation
of structure in the Universe. The ease with which the behaviour
can be modelled follows from Birkhoﬀ’s theorem, which states
that a spherically symmetric gravitational field in empty space
is static and is always described by the Schwarzchild metric
(Birkhoﬀ 1923). This gives that the behaviour of an homogeneous sphere of uniform density can itself be modelled using
the same equations of Sect. 2. One of the important applications of the spherical perturbation model is the derivation of the
linear growth rate (pioneered by Zel’dovich & Barenblatt 1958;
Peebles 1980, Sect. 10). The application proceeds as follows:
We consider two spheres containing equal amounts of material, one of background material with radius a, and one of radius ap with a homogeneous change in overdensity. Henceforth
quantities with a subscript p refer to the perturbation, while no
subscript relates to the background. The densities within the
spheres are related to their radii, with
ρp a3p = ρa3 , δ ≡ ρp /ρ − 1,

(9)

giving, to first order in δ,
ap = a(1 − δ/3).

(10)

The cosmological equation for both the spherical perturbation
and the background is

H02 
1 d2 a
=
−
ΩM a−3 + [1 + 3w(a)]ΩX a f (a) ,
2
a dt
2

(11)

where a should be replaced by ap in the matter density term
for the perturbation. The dark energy density ρX ∝ a f (a) , is the
same for both the perturbation and the background if the dark
energy does not cluster. Because of this, substituting Eqs. (9)
and (10) into this equation gives, to first order in δ,
d2 δ 2 da dδ
3
ΩM H02 a−3 δ = 2 +
·
2
a dt dt
dt
Changing variables from t to a gives
3
d2 δ
dδ 
ΩM a−3 δ = 2 E 2 (a)a2 +
2aE 2 (a)
2
da
da

a
− Ω M a−3 + [3w(a) + 1]ΩX a f (a) ,
2

(12)

(13)

which can be further simplified to give
2
d ln δ
3
d2 ln δ
d ln δ 
ΩM (a) =
+
+
1
2
d ln a
d ln a
d ln a2

1
− [ΩM (a) + [3w(a) + 1]ΩX (a)] .
2

(14)

This is the generalisation of Equation B7 in Wang & Steinhardt
(1998) to non-flat cosmologies, and is valid for general w(a).
Equation (14) can easily be solved by numerical integration, and we show contours of diﬀerent linear growth factor to present day in (ΩM , ΩX ) space in Fig. 2 for constant
w = −2/3, −1, −4/3. The linear growth factor is strongly dependent on w, with w > −1 models behaving more like open
Universes than w < −1 models as the eﬀect of the dark energy
diminishes. For the linear growth factor in a variety of cosmological models with time dependent w(a) see, for example,
Doran et al. (2001); Linder & Jenkins (2003).
For Λ cosmologies, the growing mode solution to this equation is (Heath 1977)
 a
da
5ΩM
E(a)
,
(15)
D(a) =

 3
2
0 [a E(a )]
where E(a) is given by Eq. (3). Although this integral can be
easily solved numerically, it is common to use the approximation of Carroll et al. (1992), which follows from work in
Lightman & Schechter (1990) and Lahav et al. (1991)
5ΩM (a)a 
ΩM (a)4/7 − ΩΛ (a)
D(a) 
2
−1
ΩM (a)
ΩΛ (a)
·
(16)
+ 1+
1+
2
70
A general solution for the growing mode solution in dark energy cosmologies, equivalent to Eq. (15), has yet to be found.
However, for flat cosmological models, with constant w, the solution can be written in terms of the hypergeometric function
2 F 1 (Silveira & Waga 1994)


5
1 w−1
−3w 1 − ΩM
,1−
, −a
D(a) = a 2 F1 − ,
.
(17)
3w 2w
6w
ΩM
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Fig. 3. Plot showing the true value of A in Eq. 20 as a function of w for
9 flat cosmologies with ΩM evenly spread between 0.1 and 0.9 (grey
lines). For comparison we plot the fitting formula of Basilakos (2003)
(dashed line) and for Eq. 21 (black line).

Wang & Steinhardt (1998) use Eq. (14) for the special case of
flat cosmologies to give
α

3
5 − w/(1 − w)

+

3 (1 − w)(1 − 3w/2)
[1 − ΩM (a)] .
125 (1 − 6w/5)3

(19)

This led Basilakos (2003) to extend the approximation of
Carroll et al. (1992) given by Eq. 16 to the case of w  −1
5ΩM (a)a
ΩM (a)α − ΩX (a)
2
−1
ΩM (a)
(1 + AΩX (a)) ,
+ 1+
2

D(a) 

Fig. 2. Plots showing contours of constant linear growth factor to
present day for a selection of cosmologies (grey and black lines). The
growth factor is normalised to unity for ΩM = 1, ΩX = 0. Increasing w
from −4/3 to −2/3, decreases the growth factor leading to behaviour
more like that of an open Universe. Dotted contours are for the fitting
formula of Eq. (20), together with Eqs. (19) and (21). The dashed line
highlights flat cosmological models.

Writing the growth index as
d ln δ
= ΩαM (a),
d ln a

(18)

(20)

with α given by Eq. (19), and A  1.742 + 3.343w + 1.615w2.
In Fig. 3 we plot the A values required to match Eq. (20) to the
true linear growth factor (given by Eq. (17)), for flat cosmological models with 0.1 < ΩM < 0.9 as a function of w (grey
lines). The fit of Basilakos (2003) is shown by the dashed line.
This is a poor fit for w < −1, so instead, we propose
A=

−0.28
− 0.3,
w + 0.08

(21)

shown by the black line in Fig. 3.
Equation (21) has been determined by fitting to flat cosmological models with 0.1 < ΩM < 0.9. For non-flat models,
the approximation of Eq. (20) remains a good fit. In Fig. 2,
the dotted contours are for the fitting formula of Eq. (20), together with Eqs. (19) and (21), compared with the true value
of D0 given by the solid contours. The fitting formula fails
0.1, but for ΩM > 0.1, the maximum error (with
for ΩM
0 < ΩX < 1) is 3.8% for w = −4/3, 2.6% for w = −1 and 5.1%
for w = −2/3. For comparison, the fitting formula of Carroll
et al. (1992) given by Eq. (16) is accurate to 2.1% for w = −1
over this range of ΩM .
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4. The critical density for collapse of spherical
perturbations
We now calculate the critical overdensity for collapse of
homogeneous spherical perturbations at present day in a
homogeneous dark energy background. The method adopted
is a development of that in Percival et al. (2000), where the
critical overdensity in Λ cosmologies was calculated. Solution
schemes for an Einstein-de Sitter cosmology (Gunn & Gott
1972), for open cosmologies Lacey & Cole (1993) and for flat
Λ cosmologies (Eke et al. 1996) were summarised in Kitayama
& Suto (1996). See also the solution scheme for Λ cosmologies used by Barrow & Stein-Schabes (1984); Barrow & Saich
(1993).
As in Sect. 3, we consider two spheres containing equal
amounts of material: one of background material with radius
a, and one of radius ap with a homogeneous change in overdensity. If the dark energy component is negligible, as at early
times for lima→0 w(a) < −1/3,
da
d(H0 t)

2

=

ΩM
+ ,
a

(22)

where  is allowed to take any real value. For the background,
 = ΩK ≡ (1 − ΩM − ΩX ) is the standard curvature constant.
The matter density ΩM is the same for both the perturbation
and the background as the two spherical regions contain the
same mass. Following Percival et al. (2000), a series solution
for a(H0 t) in the limit H0 t → 0 can be obtained given by a =
α(H0 t)2/3 + β(H0 t)4/3 + O[(H0 t)6/3 ], where
α=

9ΩM
4

1/3

, β=

3 12
20 ΩM

1/3

·

(23)

Using the fact that the spheres contain equal mass,
lim δ(H0 t) =

H0 t→0

3
(β − β p )(H0 t)2/3 + O[(H0 t)4/3 ].
α

(24)

Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (24) gives that
lim δ(H0 t) =

H0 t→0

3 3
5 2ΩM

2/3



(1 − ΩM − ΩX ) −  p (H0 t)2/3 . (25)

We now extrapolate this limiting behaviour to present day. Note
that this does not mean that the overdensity is expected to collapse at present day, this is simply a convenient epoch at which
to normalise the limiting behaviour. This gives


δ(t)
δc = D0 lim
,
(26)
H0 t→0 D(t)
where D0 is the linear growth factor to present day. Given the
normalisation of D(t) adopted in Sect. 3, limH0 t→0 D(H0 t) =
α(H0 t)2/3 , where α is given by Eq. (23). We can therefore write
δc as

δc
3 
=
(1 − ΩM − ΩX ) −  p .
(27)
D0 5ΩM
This formula relates the linearly extrapolated overdensity δc to
the initial curvature of the perturbation for cosmological models in which the dark energy becomes negligible as H0 t → 0.

Fig. 4. Plots showing contours of constant critical overdensity for
a selection of cosmologies (grey and black lines) with constant w.
Contours are plotted as a ratio of δEdS as given by Eq. (29) from
0.96δEdS to 1.02δEdS at intervals of 0.005δEdS . For the w = −1 cosmology we also plot the values determined by accurately solving Eq. (28)
using standard Elliptical integrals (dotted lines). The diﬀerence between solid and dotted lines are caused by the numerical integration
of Eqs (30)–(32). The dashed line highlights flat cosmological models
(as in Fig. 2).

4.1. Case 1: cosmological constant
For Λ cosmologies, the curvature of the perturbation (and energy) is conserved through the Friedmann equation
dap
d(H0 t)

2

=

ΩM
+ p + ΩΛ a2p .
ap

(28)
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This equation defines a mini-cosmology, so using the methodology of Sect. 2, the requirement for collapse can be seen to
be −p3 > 27ΩΛ Ω2M /4 (compare with Eq. (8)). Given a perturbation that collapses, the time taken can be found by integrating Eq. (28), which can be reduced to a function of standard
Elliptical integrals.
If ΩΛ = 0, Eq. (28) can be solved analytically and, for an
Einstein-de Sitter cosmology, the critical overdensity for collapse at present day reduces to
3
(12π)2/3  1.686,
20
which was first derived by Gunn & Gott (1972).
δEdS ≡

(29)

4.2. Case 2: general w(a) cosmologies
When the dark energy does not cluster, the energy within a
spherical perturbation is not conserved (a comprehensive discussion of this is given in Weinberg & Kamionkowski 2003).
Although this means that we cannot use Eq. (28) to determine
the behaviour of the perturbation, we can still use the cosmology equation (Eq. (11)). Wang & Steinhardt (1998) provide a
boundary value problem for solving this second order diﬀerential equation, setting the boundary at the turn-around time.
However, given the relatively straightforward initial evolution
considered above, it is far simpler to set up an initial value problem (in either a p or δ) to determine the subsequent behaviour.
In a recent paper, Chiba et al. (2005) have also determined the
limiting initial conditions for the diﬀerential equations, working directly from the cosmology equation. However, it is perhaps more intuitive to link the critical overdensity to the initial
curvature of the perturbation (Eq. (27)).
To see how this proceeds from the derivation above, suppose that we know δc . Then Eq. (27) can be used to find the
initial curvature p . The initial conditions, ap , δ, and dap /dt at
some small, but finite a can be obtained by substituting p into
Eqs. (22) and (25).
Given these initial conditions, the evolution of the perturbation is uniquely specified by three equations: the cosmology equation for the perturbation and the background, and the
Friedmann equation for the background. For completeness we
repeat these equations here

1
1 d2 ap
f (a)
= − ΩM a−3
,
p + (3w(a) + 1)ΩX a
2
ap d(H0 t)
2

1
1 d2 a
−3
f (a)
=
−
a
+
(3w(a)
+
1)Ω
a
,
Ω
M
X
a d(H0 t)2
2

2
da
1
= ΩM a−3 + ΩK a−2 + ΩX a f (a) .
a2 d(H0 t)

(30)

(31)

(32)

By setting the initial value for the solution of these equations,
we avoid any issues to do with symmetry: for general w(a) cosmologies, not only is Eq. (28) invalid, but additionally the evolution of ap in time is no longer symmetric about the point of
maximum expansion, because the eﬀect of the dark energy is
not symmetric about this point. This asymmetry is automatically accounted for by solving these equations from an initial
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value. In fact, this asymmetry leads to potentially interesting
behaviour for the spherical perturbations: given the right initial
conditions, perturbations can start to recollapse (turn-around),
but then the repulsive force of the dark energy can cause reexpansion (Chiba et al. 2005).
In Fig. 4, we show contours of constant δc as a function
of ΩM and ΩX for constant w = −4/3, −1, −2/3. Contours are
plotted as a function of δEdS as given by Eq. (29). As ΩX → 0,
the solutions asymptote towards the open Universe values calculated by Lacey & Cole (1993). For ΩX > 0, we see that decreasing w from −2/3 to −4/3 increases the eﬀect of the dark
energy. As for the linear growth factor, w > −1 cosmologies
behave more like open cosmologies than those with w < −1:
decreasing w increases the importance of the dark energy for
calculating δc . The critical overdensities for collapse in a variety of cosmologies with varying w(a) are compared in Mota &
van de Bruck (2004).

5. The evolution of the critical overdensity
The evolution of the critical overdensity for collapse δc (a), is
usually defined as follows: for a cosmological model with parameters ΩM and ΩX , δc (a) gives the overdensity for a perturbation that collapses at scale factor a, normalised at present
day. For example if we had a density field (and associated
power spectrum) normalised at present day, then δc (a) (where
a does not necessarily equal 1) relates to spherical perturbations in this density field that collapse at scale factor a. δc is the
particular case for perturbations that collapse at present day:
perturbations that collapse earlier obviously have to be significantly more overdense. To calculate δc (a), when integrating the
Friedmann equation (Eq. (28)) for Λ cosmologies, or numerically integrating Eqs. (30)–(32) we would look for collapse at
scale factor a rather than a = 1. This is not the same as changing from D0 to D(a) in Eq. (26) other than for an Einsteinde Sitter cosmology, and the critical densities at two diﬀerent
epochs in a single cosmological model are not related by the
linear growth factor and δc (a)  D(a0 )/D(a)δc(a0 ).
However, while this inequality strictly holds for all cosmologies except Einstein-de Sitter, the rather weak evolution
of the critical overdensity as a function of cosmological model
(Fig. 4), means that the linear growth factor is often used to approximate δc (a): if δc is constant along a particular cosmological track then the evolution of δc (a) is purely driven by D(a)−1 .
The most obvious choice for the normalisation of the approximation is δEdS , so the approximation will be correct in the limit
as a → 0,
δc (a) 

D0
δEdS .
D(a)

(33)

In order to demonstrate this approximation, in Fig. 5, we plot
the ratio between the true critical overdensity δc (a) to the approximation given by Eq. (33) for three cosmological models with ΩM = 0.3, ΩX = 0.7, but with constant w =
−2/3, −1, −4/3. As a → 0, the approximation becomes more
accurate. At a = 1 (redshift 0), the ratio is the same as the value
of the surface contoured in Fig. 4. We also plot the approximate value of δc (a) calculated from Eq. (33), but with D(a) and
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Fig. 5. Plot showing the ratio between the critical overdensity for
collapse δc (a) and the approximation given by Eq. (33), as a function of redshift for three diﬀerent cosmological models (black lines).
ΩM = 0.3 and ΩX = 0.7 are assumed, while w is assumed to be constant with w = −2/3, −1, or −4/3. The grey lines shows the ratio between the true critical overdensity for collapse and the approximation, where the linear growth factor has itself been approximated by
Eq. (20). The error in using the Einstein-de Sitter critical overdensity
is of the same order as the error in the approximation of using the
fitting formula of Eq. (20).

D0 calculated using the approximation given by Eqs. (19)–(21)
(grey lines). The error from using the approximation of Eq. (33)
is of the same order as that from assuming the approximation
to the linear growth factor for these cosmologies.

6. The mass function
The usefulness of the spherical model was emphasised when
Press & Schechter considered smoothing the initial density
field to determine the relative abundances of perturbations on
diﬀerent scales (Press & Schechter 1974: PS). When combined
with the critical overdensity for collapse this provided a statistical model for the formation of structure in the Universe:
smoothing the fluctuations leads to the masses of collapsed objects, while the spherical perturbation model gives the epoch
of collapse for those perturbations that are suﬃciently dense.
Obviously such a simple model will fail in detail, particularly given the known complexities of asymmetrical gravitational collapse, and numerical simulations have now quantified
these problems (Sheth & Tormen 1999; Jenkins et al. 2001).
However PS theory has been incredibly successful and arguably still provides key insight into the processes at work in
structure formation.
Two alternative formalisms are often considered for the collapse of perturbations in PS theory
1. The overdensity field is assumed to grow with the linear
growth factor, and when perturbations reach the critical
overdensity they are said to have collapsed.
2. Each overdense region is considered to be spherical and its
collapse time is calculated as in Sect. 4.1.

Fig. 6. Plot showing the predicted mass function calculated using the
fitting formula of Sheth & Tormen (1999) calculated for ΩM = 0.3,
ΩX = 0.7 for three diﬀerent values of w, and at three epochs corresponding to a = 1/3, 1/2, 1. Because the power spectrum is normalised at present day, and δc is only weakly dependent on cosmology,
then there is little diﬀerence between the predicted mass functions for
a = 1. As we go further back in time the diﬀerence becomes more
severe because of the diﬀering linear growth factors.

Given the discussion in Sect. 5, it is easy to see that the first
formalism, corresponding to a growing field, matches the approximation to δc (a) using the linear growth factor given by
Eq. (33). The second formalism, which is adopted in the following analysis, corresponds to using the correct δc (a) for the
spherical model.
Ma et al. (1999) considered the eﬀect of quintessence on the
mass transfer function. They provided fitting formulae for the
ratio between the quintessence and Λ cosmologies. However, if
the dark energy only clusters on very large scales, the transfer
function is only altered on these scales. If the power spectrum
is normalised to σ8 (the rms density fluctuation on scales of
8 h Mpc−1 ), then the scales usually of interest are not aﬀected
(Lokas et al. 2004).
To demonstrate the eﬀect of the dark energy equation of
state on the mass function, we plot the cumulative mass function N (>M), calculated using the numerical fit of Sheth &
Tormen (1999) for 3 diﬀerent cosmologies and 3 diﬀerent
epochs in Fig. 6. To determine the power spectrum we have
used the fitting formulae of Eisenstein & Hu (1998) with ΩM =
0.3, Ωb /ΩM = 0.15, σ8 = 0.9, ns = 1. The critical overdensity
for collapse for w = −2/3, −1 and −4/3 and ΩX = 0.7 was
then calculated for a = 1/3, 1/2, 1, corresponding to redshifts
z = 2, 1, 0. As expected, because the critical overdensity for
collapse is only weakly dependent on cosmological parameters
(Fig. 4), at a = 1 (the epoch at which the power spectrum is
normalised) we see very little diﬀerence in the predicted mass
functions for diﬀerent cosmologies. If the normalisation of the
power spectrum had been constrained at a diﬀerent epoch (for
example by CMB fluctuations), then this would not be correct.
The evolution of the mass function is strongly dependent on w
because of the eﬀect on the evolution of δc (a) (Sect. 5) through
the linear growth factor (Fig. 2). Consequently, determining the
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mass function at redshifts other than that used to normalise the
power spectrum oﬀers a stronger possibility of measuring w(a).
We will discuss the evolution of structure growth further in the
next section.
In order to compare with the observed cluster counts, we
must convert from comoving position to observed angular position and redshift. The number of sources with mass > M per
unit solid angle in a redshift slice dz is given by
 z+∆z
ddprop
2
,
(34)
dz N(>M)dprop
N(>M, ∆z) =
dz
z
where the proper distance dprop is given by
 1
da
c
dprop =
·
H0 a a2 E(a)

(35)

This correction to the mass function reduces the significance
of w at low redshifts for masses of order 1014 M (Solevi et al.
2005).

7. Rate of structure growth
As discussed in the previous Section, the present day mass
function does not provide a good test of w, although its evolution in time does. The Press-Schechter mass function (and
the fitting formula of Sheth & Tormen 1999) is independent of
epoch when written as a function of ν = δc /σM , where σM is
the rms fluctuation in the initial overdensity field on a scale corresponding to mass M. Consequently, it is easy to see that the
evolution of the mass function is dependent on the rate at which
δc changes, dδc (a)/da. It is this quantity that we are testing by
comparing mass functions at diﬀerent epochs.
Extended Press-Schechter theory uses the smoothed initial
overdensity field to create an analytic model for the build-up
of structure (Bond et al. 1991; Bower 1991; Lacey & Cole
1993), in addition to providing a statistical model for the mass
function. Within this extension to the theory, the rate at which
structures grow is again driven by dδc (a)/da (Percival & Miller
1999; Percival et al. 2000; Cole et al. 2000; Miller et al. 2005).
Appendix A of Miller et al. (2005) showed that the approximation of Eq. (33) can be easily extended to dδc (a)/da for Λ
cosmologies.
Here, we extend this analysis to consider dδc (a)/da for
w  −1 cosmologies. In Fig. 7 we show dδc (a)/da for three
flat cosmological models with Ω M = 0.3, and w = −4/3, −1, or
−2/3 calculated using the derivation of Sect. 4.2 (black lines)
and the fit of Eq. (33) (grey lines). In fact, the fit is so good
that the grey lines are hardly visible in this plot. As expected
dδc (a)/da is strongly dependent on the dark energy equation of
state.

Fig. 7. Plot showing the derivative of the critical overdensity for collapse with respect to the scale factor dδc (a)/da (black lines) and the
approximation calculated from Eq. (33) (grey lines), as a function
of redshift for three diﬀerent cosmological models. Ω M = 0.3 and
ΩX = 0.7 are assumed, while w = −4/3, −1, or −2/3. The approximation is so good that the grey lines are almost completely hidden behind
the black lines.

analysis to more general dark energy cosmologies has been
considered by a number of authors (Wang & Steinhardt 1998;
Horellou & Berge 2005; Maor & Lahav 2005).
Within a perturbation, the potential energy due to the matter
UG and dark energy U X are given by (Horellou & Berge 2005;
Maor & Lahav 2005)
UG = −

3GM 2
4πGM
, U X = [1 + 3w(a)]
ρ X R2 .
5R
10

These can be calculated from the Poisson Equation with pressure term. Note that there is some confusion in the literature
about the exact form of U X and the [1 + 3w(a)] term has sometimes been neglected in the past, although it is included in more
recent work (Battye & Weller 2003; Horellou & Berge 2005).
Even without this term, the discussion below about the lack of
energy conservation within the perturbation remains valid, although the numerical results will obviously change.
For dark energy cosmologies the virial theorem, that a system with potential energy U ∝ R p virialises with temperature
T = pU/2, holds and T = − 12 UG + U X at the epoch of virialisation. Assuming conservation of total energy between turnaround at ata and virialisation avir gives
UG (ata ) + U X (ata ) =

1
UG (avir ) + 2U X (avir ).
2

(37)

Substituting the definitions given by Eq. (36) leads to (Wang &
Steinhardt 1998; Horellou & Berge 2005; Maor & Lahav 2005)

8. Virialisation
The inhomogeneous nature of true perturbations means that
they do not collapse to singularities, but instead stabilise at finite size. For Λ cosmologies it is possible to use energy considerations to determine the final radius and density of the virialised perturbation (Lahav et al. 1991). The extension of this

(36)

1 − [1 + 3w(ata )]
where
x =

Rvir
,
Rta

q
qx3 1
= ,
x + [1 + 3w(avir )]
2
y
2

(38)
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total energy in the system at avir would have been altered from
that at ata by the change in the dark energy potential U X,1 −U X,2 ,
where

Fig. 8. The total energy in an ideal homogeneous spherical perturbation (as modelled in Sect. 4), undergoing collapse to a singularity at
a = 1, relative to the energy at turn-around (black lines). ΩM = 0.3
and ΩX = 0.7 are assumed, with constant w at the values shown. For
general w, the total energy is not conserved. If the perturbations had
remained at the turn-around size throughout their evolution, then the
total energies would have evolved along the grey lines. The actual evolution in total energy lies between the line of constant total energy and
the line of constant size for each cosmology.

q =

ΩX (ata )
,
[1 + δ(ata)]Ω M (ata )

y =

a f (ata )
ρX (ata )
= taf (a ) ·
ρX (avir ) a vir
vir

(39)

Here q gives the ratio of the dark energy density to the matter
density in the perturbation at turn-around. For w = −1, y = 1
and Eq. (38) reduces to the formula of Lahav et al. (1991). For
w = −1/3 or ΩX = 0, we find x = 1/2.
The above derivation was based on the assumption that total
energy is conserved for the perturbation between turn-around
and virialisation. This is a common assumption in the literature for cosmologies in which the dark energy remains homogeneous on the scales of the perturbations (e.g. Wang &
Steinhardt 1998; Weinberg & Kamionkowski 2003; Battye &
Weller 2003; Horellou & Berge 2005). Even in work that considers possible dark energy clustering, energy conservation has
previously been assumed in the homogeneous case (see the discussion leading to Eq. (26) of Maor & Lahav 2005). However,
the potential energy of the matter due to the presence of the
dark energy U X (U12 in the notation of Maor & Lahav 2005) is
dependent on the dark energy density in the perturbation ρX (a).
The evolution of this density lies with the background, rather
than the perturbation, so the total energy is not expected to be
conserved: this is why we could not write down a Friedmann
equation for the perturbation in Sect. 4. Obviously, if the total
energy of the perturbation between turn-around and virialisation is not conserved, then Eq. (37) does not hold.
In fact, we can consider two extreme situations. In the first,
as above, the total energy at avir is the same as at ata . In the
second, we assume that the perturbation did not change size
between the two epochs. Following the second assumption, the

4πGM
ρX (ata )R2ta ,
10
4πGM
ρX (avir )R2ta .
= [1 + 3w(avir )]
10

U X,1 = [1 + 3w(ata )]

(40)

U X,2

(41)

We call using the dark energy potential U X,1 to calculate the total energy in the perturbation at virialisation “fixing the energy
at turn-around”, and using U X,2 “fixing the energy at virialisation”. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8, where we plot the total energy in an ideal homogeneous perturbation undergoing collapse
to a singularity at a = 1 relative to the energy at turn-around
(black lines), for a number of cosmologies. The total energy
was calculated by combining the analysis of Sect. 4 with the
definitions of potential energy of Eq. (36). Obviously if the total energy were constant we would find a horizontal line, as is
the case when w = −1. If the perturbation did not evolve in
size, with the radius fixed at the turn-around value, then the
evolution of the total energy is shown by the grey lines. The
actual total energy within the perturbation lies between these
two extreme cases for each value of w assumed.
For a more realistic perturbation that underwent virialisation rather than collapsing to a singularity, provided that the
dark energy potential varies monotonically between ata and
avir , then the change in total energy in the system between
turn-around and virialisation should still lie between these two
cases: some of the change in total energy due to the dark energy
remaining homogeneous will be converted into kinetic energy,
and some will be “lost” to the background.
The second scenario, using U X,2 to “fix” the energy at virialisation alters Eq. (38) to give
1 − [1 + 3w(avir )]

q
qx3 1
x + [1 + 3w(avir )]
= ,
2y
y
2

(42)

with x, y, and q defined as before. For w = −1 this equation
again reduces to the formula of Lahav et al. (1991).
In the upper panel of Fig. 9 we plot Rvir /Rta in these two
cases in a cosmology with ΩM = 0.3, ΩX = 0.7, as a function of constant w. We assume that virialisation occurs at the
collapse epoch, set to be either the present day or a = 1/2,
for the homogeneous spherical model. For constant w = −1/3
we find Rvir /Rta = 1/2 as expected. For constant w = −1, the
two solutions converge to the result of Lahav et al. (1991). For
−1 < w < −1/3, the component of the energy of the perturbation in the form of dark energy changes from turn-around
to virialisation, and both energy conservation arguments predict diﬀerent values of Rvir /Rta , although the trend with w is
the same for both. However, for w < −1, the solutions diverge. It is easy to see why: for w
−1, the dark energy
becomes increasingly important at late times in the evolution
of the Universe. For a solution that collapses at present day
(for example), turn-around must happen at an epoch where the
dark energy has yet to be cosmologically important. It is only
between turn-around and virialisation that the dark energy becomes important. Setting the energy to be constant based on the
dark energy density at virialisation simply continues the trend
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9. Conclusions

Fig. 9. Upper panel: the ratio between the virialisation radius and
maximum turn-around radius for a spherical perturbation that virialises at a = 1 (black lines) or a = 1/2 (grey lines), assumed to be
the same as the epoch predicted for collapse of a homogeneous perturbation. We assume that ΩM = 0.3, ΩX = 0.7, and plot results as a
function of constant w. The dashed and solid lines show two diﬀerent
calculations assuming conservation of energy based on the dark energy density either at turn-around, or at virialisation. Lower panel: as
upper panel, but now showing the overdensity of the virialised system.

from −1/3 > w > −1, with ρX increasing as w decreases, leading to a decrease in the potential due to the dark energy U X ,
and a smaller Rvir /Rta ratio. However, setting the dark energy
density at turn-around has the opposite eﬀect: ρX decreases,
leading to U X and Rvir /Rta increasing. For perturbations that
turn-around, but do not collapse, the dark energy density increases so rapidly between turn-around and virialisation that
the predicted Rvir /Rta keeps increasing (although virialisation
is never reached because the perturbation can never stabilise).
In the lower panel of Fig. 9 we plot the overdensity at virialisation ∆vir , calculated for the two values of the total energy.
As can be seen, the result has a very similar dependence on w as
described above for Rvir /Rta . It is clear that further analysis is
required before measurements that depend on ∆vir can be used
to constrain w. The answer may lie in numerical simulations of
the time evolution of the perturbation leading to virialisation,
possibly of the form of Engineer, Kanekar & Padmanabhan
(2000), or possibly standard N-body simulations (Meneghetti
et al. 2005; Bartelmann et al. 2005). Such simulations will need
to consider the evolution of total energy with time as well as the
changing epoch of virialisation: given the possible strong eﬀect
of the dark energy, it seems clear that the assumption that virialisation of the perturbation occurs at the collapse time predicted
in the homogeneous case will also break down in addition to
the conservation of total energy.

The presence of dark energy alters the way in which cosmological structures grow, thus providing an observational signature that is complementary to geometrical eﬀects. The structure
growth is dependent on the normalisation of the dark energy
density ΩX , its equation of state, and sound speed, which determines how this component clusters. In this paper we have only
considered the eﬀect of the first two of these properties, assuming that the dark energy remains homogeneous on the scales of
interest due to a high sound speed. The spherical top-hat model
has been used to determine the linear growth rate and nonlinear collapse overdensity threshold. The equations provided
have allowed for general w(a). We have also considered the
statistics of observed structures through the mass function and
its evolution. Finally, the virialisation of perturbations has been
considered and a new argument has been presented demonstrating the importance of the lack of energy conservation within a
perturbation. It is clear that more work is required before observations that use arguments based on the energy in perturbations can be used to constrain the dark energy. However, there
is clearly tremendous potential for future observations to detect the cosmological eﬀects of dark energy in suﬃcient detail
to pin down its properties. Proving that w  −1, or indeed that
w = −1 would be an exciting result, and remains one of the
goals of modern cosmology.
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